
THE BUSH COMPANY
AWNING RANGE
The Original freestanding & strongest, with 
three different styles, The Bush Company has an
awning option for pretty much everything you can
think of. All of our awnings use a custom alloy
extrusion and a 310gsm poly-cotton ripstop canvas
that is treated for both mould and mildew
resistance.

WEIGHT COVERAGE
180XT MAX 26Kg 8.5m²

270 XT 27.8Kg 8m²

270 XT MAX 33.5Kg 12m²

All: 310gsm poly-cotton rip-stop canvas
All: Custom alloy extrusions with stainless steel
fittings
All: Bag 460gsm rip-stop canvas & YKK zipper

AWNING SPECS

With years of experience working with canvas, 
The Bush Company has also been able to

develop an amazing line of high quality gear to
help you on your adventures. From cutlery roles
to help keep your kitchen organised to toiletry

bags to ensure your gear stays in great condition.
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TENT SPECS
(STANDARD)

TENT SPECS 
(MAX)

DX27 CLAMSHELL 
ROOFTOP TENT

Everything you need in a Roof Top Tent.
Fast easy setup, quick pack down, plenty of space
for bedding, quality 460gsm canvas and a heavy
duty alloy construction. Get a good night's sleep no
matter where your adventures take you.

External Dimensions: 2.25m x 1.4m x 27.8cm
Internal Mattress: 2.13m x 1.28m x 70mm
Internal Headroom: 1.4m
Weight: 94Kg ex ladder
Roof Load: 50Kg open (200Kg closed)

TENT SPECS

The AX27 is a fast and easy Rooftop Tent
solution. A Heavy Duty Alloy construction,
310gsm dual layer canvas and marine carpet
let this RTT take you anywhere you want in
comfort and style.

External Dimensions: 2.25m x 1.4m x 27.8cm
Internal Mattress: 2.13m x 1.28m x 80mm
Internal Headroom: 1.7m
Weight: 99Kg ex ladder
Roof Load: 50Kg Open (200Kg closed)

AX27 CLAMSHELL 
ROOFTOP TENT

Dual foam 80mm mattress, rechargeable multi-
coloured LED light, multiple 12v power outlets
and 10 storage pockets mean this tent is
spec’d for your next adventure.

TENT SPECS

TX27 DUAL OPENING
ROOFTOP TENT

Make the most of the space with the TX27 Rooftop
Tent. This tent is dual opening offering you panoramic
views, plenty of natural light and a spacious interior.

External Dimensions: 
2.25m x 1.4m x 34.8cm
Internal Mattress: 
2.13m x 1.28m x 80mm
Internal Headroom: 
1.42m - 1.28m
Weight: 123Kg ex ladder
Roof Load: 35Kg open
(75Kg closed)

The TX27 comes in 2 configurations for either a vehicle
roof or a trailer. Both are made with our heavy duty
alloy, dual layered 310gsm canvas and plenty of
storage pockets. You have an option of either standard
at 1.4m wide or the MAX which is 1.6m wide if you are
after more room.

External Dimensions: 
2.25m x 1.6m x 34.8cm
Internal Mattress: 
2.13m x 1.48m x 80mm
Internal Headroom: 
1.42m - 1.28m
Weight: 133Kg ex ladder
Roof Load: 35Kg open
(75Kg closed)

The DX27 is the Rooftop Tent that will take you
where you need to go and last you a lifetime.


